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Samra Haq (8 September 1965)
I am fond of reading books, and writing poems. I am a homemaker and I
have written 103 poems and posted 6 poems on different websites. I had
participated in the World Movement Poetry contest in August 2011 and my
poem entitled “Life” was initially nominated and then selected in the final
stage. I had received excellent remarks on it and it is in the process of being
published in February 2012. I consider this as an achievement and an honor
for myself. This poem is being published along with the poems of other
successful participants in a book format, by The World Movement Poetry. I
am sure that this book will prove to be a good beginning of my career as a
poet. You can read my two poems “Pooh” and “Rose” on this website. I write
poetry when I get inspired by a situation. I am looking forward to publish my
own book on poems in upcoming future, and this is also my dream. I am
hoping for the best. I know hope never ends.
Works:
My poem entitled 'Life' is being published along with the poems of other
successful participants in a book format, by The World Movement Poetry in
February 2012.
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Rain
Rain rain - do come again
Cause you offer much to gain
Rain rain - you sprinkle showers
You bring happiness to the flowers
Rain rain - you make the gardens nourish
You make everyone to flourish
Rain rain - you make the weather foggy
We all remain inside, including my doggy
Rain rain - you make kids to play on the path
And make animals to take a bath
Rain rain - bring lots of happiness for us
Cause we make in our life lots of fuss
Rain rain - keep us away from the thunderstorm
Please bless us without giving any harm
Rain rain – show us your charm
Make us all cool and calm
Rain rain – fall without taking any rest
And for everyone, wish for the best
Rain rain – you relieve the world from pain
And bless us your blessings to regain
Rain rain – do come again
Cause you offer much to gain
By: Samra Haq
Samra Haq
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Rose
I am a rose
I am the King of all flowers
I come in many shapes
I have my own ways and flakes
I am a flower, all flowers grow for me
From a seed I become a flower
I only need from you food and shelter
I only need mineral, soil and water
I am a tiny little soul under garden
Then I grew out of the ground
I am a flower from the dirt
As you can see all my babies are crawling from the dirt
I am singing as many songs in the garden
But no one listens to me when I beg your pardon
My work is to provide you all happiness
When you all admire me that’s my only success
I am the beauty of all summers
I always welcome my all new comers
I bring you flowers and love
You love me and you all are my love
My work is to fill your life with love and hope
You all are my heart and you all are my soul
I always lay in your hands
I am the only beauty of all lands
I wish to see you all again
I am giving you all of my happiness
Your work is to regain cheerfulness
By Samra Haq
Samra Haq
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